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We are always starting new customs...but usually ... every now and. then

..but with as alare a language ta as we have ...so that probably the larger

the group the more inertia ...itis not so much ...so that here we have in verse

10 ..just as the rain comes down, 44-. I think that it would be a little more

accurate to say ...x Now, you have two subjects: just as the rain and th snow

come down from the sky , and you may think that there is only one,but it is

customaRry in Hi-.w- in Hebrew ..There are two subjects

and if ...so this is as the rain and the aeR snow come down *x from heaven or

the sky, and I think that it will be moreaccurate...until it has watered the

earth..until this thing is completed it wont comeback except it perform

i.e- its function ... it will not sreturn until it has watered the earth. Thor

we could. even kk use the perfect in Egn Englsish....Again it is a perfect with

a waw conjuctlve, ..or if you took it as a waw converzsive,.itwei4- could be

so that it will cause ... to bring forth,., maybe it would be even better. This

is a waw conversive, because there is not much indication where ... until

(Q) Yes, if you take future that way, until it water the earth, and it wil.. so that

it will cause it to bring forth and it will ... No, it is a causative " Yes, there
the He there

as notice, there is a dot. i.ii the He, because it-is a consonant there, not just a
I am

vowel letter. It will cuase g' it to bud or it has caused it to bud. 5e rather

uncertain whether this should be taken as waw conversive or -- conjunttlve, but

I am more inlined toward conjunctive, making three parallels, having clear

perfects... here waw with no $' verb. Until it has done it. And it has done

that... ej-- You know these two are the result of that... g it will water the earth.

Of course, thiswa- water will cause it to perhaps to perhaps will cause

it to bring forth, or it will cuase it to bud... (Q) ... I would like to ask about

this last two verses. It-w114-eee1-te It willive seed to ... what is the
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